Free radical formation induced by ultrasound and its biological implications.
The chemical effects of ultrasound in aqueous solutions are due to acoustic cavitation, which refers to the formation, growth, and collapse of small gas bubbles in liquids. The very high temperatures (several thousand K) and pressures (several hundred atmospheres) of collapsing gas bubbles lead to the thermal dissociation of water vapor into .OH radicals and .H atoms. Their formation has been confirmed by electron spin resonance (ESR) and spin trapping. The sonochemistry of aqueous solutions of gases and of volatile and nonvolatile solutes is reviewed. The similarities and differences between sonochemistry and radiation chemistry of aqueous solutions are explained. Some unusual characteristics of aqueous sonochemistry can be understood by considering the properties of supercritical water. By the use of rare gases with different thermal conductivities, it is possible to distinguish between temperature-dependent processes such as redox reactions initiated by .OH radicals and .H atoms and pressure-dependent processes which lead to polymer degradation and cell lysis. The evidence for free radical formation in aqueous solutions by pulsed ultrasound is discussed. This subject is of interest because it is related to the possible deleterious effects of ultrasonic diagnostic devices. The role of free radicals and of mechanical effects induced by ultrasound in DNA degradation, inactivation of enzymes, lipid peroxidation, and cell killing is reviewed.